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 ABSTRACT 
A Neural Mechanism for Capnotaxis in the Naked Mole-Rat 
by 
Michael Zions 
Advisor: Dan P. McCloskey, Ph.D. 
 
The Naked Mole-Rat (NM-R) is a small hairless rodent that has thrived underground 
in the Horn of Africa for the past 40 million years. It was first discovered in 1847, but has 
only been maintained in captivity and studied as a laboratory animal over the past 40 years. 
To date, more than 400 scientific papers have been published on this species. This is 
relatively few compared to established lab animals like rats and mice, but those papers 
contain a trove of information that has changed our understanding of the constraints of 
mammalian physiology. 
Naked mole-rats maintain a cooperative breeding system of eusociality by 
suppressing the reproductive system and can tolerate prolonged periods of low oxygen. 
Using a combination of behavioral analysis, in vitro and in vivo electrophysiology, 
and molecular biology, this thesis demonstrates a capnotaxic drive toward aggregation in 
adult NM-R. By extending the developmental tolerance for hypercapnia which is present at 
birth, NM-R have come to depend upon the enhanced neuronal inhibition that CO​2​ provides, 
at the expense of adequate inhibitory tone in “normal” atmosphere. 
RFID tracking of whole colonies shows a majority of activity concentrated around a 
single nest chamber. Individuals of the colony remain in the nest with forays to the food 
chamber and toilet chambers. Infusing CO​2​ into an empty chamber showed an increase in 
forays through the chamber compared to no infusion and to air infusion (5.9±0.92 trips per 
hour, compared to 1.2±0.29 trips and 1.4±0.31 trips per hour respectively). 
While NM-Rs are well-equipped for a gain of CO​2​, I demonstrate here that they are 
inadequately equipped for what could be considered hypocapnia, relative to their normal 
environment. When adult NM-Rs were exposed to room air at 42 °C, respiration rate more 
than doubled (room temperature: 77±7 breaths per minute; heated: 168±18 breaths per  
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minute, t(4)=4.7, p= 0.01). In 8 of 9 animals exposed to this simulated surface 
environment, signs of seizure activity (head bobbing, mouth automatisms, generalized 
convulsions) appeared 14.4±1.2 minutes after the chamber temperature reached 42 °C. 
These seizures are likely due to the loss of CO​2​ during hyperventilation, and subsequent 
brain hyperactivity due to respiratory alkalosis. As support for this, seizures were prevented 
with simulated nest air at 42 °C (2.5% CO​2​ / 21% O​2​ / 76.5% N​2​). If administered after 
seizure began, high amplitude cortical seizure events subsided in the EEG but 
seizure-related motor activity continued.  
This vulnerability to heated normal air, which is nearly identical to typical conditions a 
naked mole-rat would experience on the ground just above its burrow, are hallmarks of an 
“overspecialization” in this species. NM-Rs are often touted as “superheroes”, but every 
comic book superhero has a vulnerability. I contend that NM-R depend on the hypercapnic 
environment they have created in their burrows for typical brain function, and are vulnerable 
outside it. 
The extended sensitivity to hyperthermia-induced seizures into adulthood does make 
the NM-R a superheroic animal model of febrile seizure, however, overcoming the 
limitations of other animal models, which are restricted to the early postnatal period. I have 
established a collaboration with experts in the mechanisms of febrile seizures from the 
University of Helsinki to inquire whether the same mechanisms of hyperexcitability they 
have identified in neonatal rats and mice are implicated in the seizure susceptibility of NM-R 
neonates and adults, and in fact they are. We also observe neonatal levels of KCC2 
(chloride potassium) neuronal symporter and an impairment of GABAergic tone. 
Remarkably, injection of diazepam, a positive allosteric modulator of GABA, causes seizure 
in normal air in nearly all adult NM-R. This phenomenon is suppressed in nest air. 
This work will add a neuronal requirement for hypercapnia to the growing list of 
remarkable NM-R traits. This understanding of how certain physiological states in NM-R 
render them more vulnerable to environmental conditions may yield important new insight to 
other species who have the same challenges at times, including our own. 
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CHAPTER 1 
Introduction 
 
Whales cannot survive on land. Beached whales will quickly perish from sunburn, 
or the compression of vital organs under their body weight. Yet, 50 million years ago, 
the prehistoric ancestors of the modern-day whale, ​Ambulocetus natans​, freely roamed 
the earth on four legs. Ambulocetus likely took to the water due to evolutionary 
pressure, and developed a successful niche as an aquatic mammal. However, 
adjustment to the aquatic habitat resulted in “overspecialization” and a lack of versatility 
to return to the land.  
As African Naked Mole-Rats (NM-R, ​Heterocephalus glaber) ​evolved from a 
common ancestor with the burrowing Old World porcupine 35-40 million years ago 
(Bourke, 1991; Faulkes and Bennett, 2013)​, the same opportunity for niche 
development may have been present. Much like carnivorous competitors drove 
Ambulocetus to water to hunt for fish, predators may have driven the NM-R deeper 
underground and into the more xeric (dry shrubland) parts of the African continent. 
 In this thesis, I propose that the NM-R has become “overspecialized” for their 
niche, and that their eusociality is a necessary byproduct of that overspecialization. The 
abnormalities that we have observed in this species in the laboratory, particularly the 
high vulnerability to seizure-related brain activity, is not some flaw of natural inbreeding 
that has escaped evolutionary pressure for millions of years. Instead, it is a pleiotropy; 
another side to the coin of the evolutionary advantage of a tolerance for exhaled carbon 
dioxide to allow a durable fossorial nest. The only flaw is in the assumption that the 
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“normal” laboratory testing environment is the appropriate one for this highly unusual 
species; a whale tested on a laboratory bench would show some abnormalities too. 
The work herein describes how the African Naked Mole-Rat likely evolved as a 
eusocial mammal by altering universal processes in mammalian brain development 
which render the brain more capable of setting the neuronal microenvironment. By 
extending the developmental tolerance for hypercapnia which is present at birth, NM-R 
have come to depend upon the enhanced neuronal inhibition that carbon dioxide 
provides, at the expense of adequate inhibitory tone in “normal” air. This reliance on 
environmental control of neuronal activity not only provides tolerance to the high carbon 
dioxide and low oxygen conditions they likely encounter at the densely populated 
underground colony nest, but also confers an adverse neuronal response to the 
conditions they encounter as they exit the underground burrow. Under the right “normal” 
conditions, the hypercapnia “superpower” becomes a hypocapnia vulnerability. 
NM-R are not alone in navigating the costs and benefits of environmental 
sensitivity to CO​2​. This is also needed in human children who experience fever-related 
seizures. NM-R faithfully reproduce these febrile seizures, and even carry a gene 
associated with febrile seizures in humans. NM-R may be a useful model system to 
better understand this vulnerability.  
This thesis is organized in four parts to test the hypothesis that NM-R have 
become overspecialized for their environmental niche at the expense of typical 
mammalian physiology. The remainder of this chapter describes how typical 
mammalian physiology responds to the dynamic external environment and how NM-R 
have adapted alternative approaches to mitigating environmental changes. 
Chapter 2 is a manuscript submitted to ​Current Biology ​in March 2019, and 
currently in revision​,​ it has been edited for this dissertation. It discusses the behavioral 
phenotypes observed in an NM-R colony, including evidence for the hypercapnic colony 
nest and vulnerability to conditions that native NM-R might experience at the burrow 
surface. It also includes our proposal for the as-yet unexplained emergence of 
eusociality in NM-R. There I propose and test a hypothesis that naked mole-rats are 
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drawn toward high concentrations of ambient carbon dioxide (“capnotaxis”) and that this 
behavior can drive aggregation of animals in the nest. 
Chapter 3 examines the underlying neuronal mechanism behind the NM-R 
environmental sensitivity in great detail, including additional experiments and data 
characterizing their seizures, and observations from Drs. Kaila and Puskarjov. 
In that chapter, I propose and test the hypothesis that naked mole-rats are 
vulnerable to hyperthermia-induced seizures into adulthood, and that the mechanism is 
hyperventilation and respiratory alkalosis as described in febrile seizure models that 
used rat pups. After that, I propose and test a hypothesis that NM-R have an excitatory 
response to GABA when they are in normal (0.04%) concentrations of CO​2​, and worked 
with collaborators to examine the hypothesis that naked mole-rats would have reduced 
KCC2 expression compared to other rodents. 
Chapter 4 collects some additional hypotheses, early observations and 
preliminary results, and proposes some promising directions for further investigation. 
Chapter 5 provides a short discussion of our findings and potential implications, 
then closes this work. 
 
Bicarbonate buffering and pH 
 In humans, systemic extracellular pH, including blood, is generally reported as 
pH 7.35 to 7.45, with intracellular pH values slightly more acidic; other mammals hew 
close to these values. In mice, for example, arterial blood pH was reported as 7.391 ± 
0.026, sampled from an indwelling catheter ​(Iversen et al., 2012)​. 
Outside of a narrow pH range, physiological disruption can occur to the 
enzymatic, metabolic, cell volume regulation and protein synthesis processes which rely 
on acid-base balance ​(Davenport, 1974; Kellum, 2000)​. 
Systemic pH in mammals is closely maintained by the kidneys and lungs. The 
kidneys can shed or retain important acid-base species ​(Urison and Buffenstein, 1994)​, 
and the lungs adjust the partial pressure of CO​2​ (pCO​2​) available in blood, regulating the 
bicarbonate buffer. 
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The blood-brain barrier regulates diffusion of acid-base species into 
cerebrospinal fluid, and the barrier is capable of acid-base transport ​(Pedersen et al., 
2006)​. The brain can produce a pH environment distinct from systemic pH. Cellular 
respiration produces CO​2 ​ or lactate, potentially lowering both intracellular and 
extracellular pH (pH​i ​and pH​o​ respectively.) Transporters or channels move hydrogen 
ions and other acid-base species between intracellular and extracellular spaces, driving 
a pH difference between them. Neural activity can also create pH “microdomains” in 
milliseconds ​(Chesler, 2003; Ruusuvuori and Kaila, 2014)​. ​H​+​ works as a signal; it can 
affect a diverse family of proteins involved in neuronal signaling, and “pH-dependent 
modulation of neuronal activity” does not appear to be incidental but was driven by 
selection; see ​(Ruusuvuori and Kaila, 2014)​. 
 Of particular significance to this work is the bicarbonate buffer, where the basic 
bicarbonate ion (HCO​​3​​-​) is paired with carbonic acid (H​2​CO​3​). This is the primary buffer 
system in extracellular space; cytosol also has a closed non-bicarbonate buffer from 
phosphates and imidazole proteins, which are unable to leave the cell. Carbonic acid 
can be thought of as a useful fiction; the actual “H​2​CO​3​” is not normally a stable and 
isolatable species ​(Bernard et al., 2011)​. Rather, it’s hydrated CO​2​, catalyzed by 
carbonic anhydrases and rapidly decomposed into bicarbonate ion and an H​+​ ion. With 
readily available CO​2​, produced by metabolism and regulated by respiration, levels of H​+ 
can be regenerated and adjusted, and HCO​​3​​-​ concentration can be manipulated by 
kidneys. 
As with any buffer, the effect of increasing an acid species is partially mitigated 
by uptake of the introduced acid by the weak base of the buffer system. Similarly, 
excess base will interact with the free weak acid of the buffer, and in both cases the 
potential pH swing is limited. 
As an “open” buffer, able to change concentration of either of its species, the 
buffering capacity is greatly enhanced, especially to metabolic perturbation. But its 
reliance on respiration also means that it is less capable of responding to respiratory 
acid-base disruption. 
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If breathing rate in a mammal is altered without sufficient modulation to account 
for pH, it is possible to force an excursion from the optimal pH range. And in fact, 
respiratory acidosis and alkalosis are well-characterized in humans.  
Hyperventilation is used clinically to reduce pCO​2​ and induce respiratory 
alkalosis in order to precipitate seizure in children, as soon as they can follow 
instructions to breathe rapidly ​(Holmes et al., 2004; Guaranha et al., 2005; Raybarman, 
2009)​, and hyperventilation underlies childhood febrile seizure ​(Schuchmann et al., 
2006)​. 
Variation in blood pH can be detected, in humans, by central and peripheral 
chemoreceptors, and acid load can be restored by altering breathing rate or tidal 
volume to retain carbon dioxide (hypoventilation) or to expel additional carbon dioxide 
from the lungs (hyperventilation.) The former would lower pH, the latter raise it. 
Either of these depends on the reserved volume (“dead space”) of mammalian 
lungs – airways are not emptied entirely with each breath. A portion of breathed or 
exhausted air is retained, with oxygen depleted and carbon dioxide concentrated 
relative to ambient air. This reserve volume serves as a supply of carbon dioxide to 
moderate the loss (or gain) of CO​2 ​from circulation. 
An increase in the amount of gas moved in each inhale and exhale (tidal 
volume), or breathing rate, can dip into this reserve volume and lower the CO​2 
concentration in the lungs. This enhances the loss of CO​2 ​from circulation and 
encourages a basic shift in systemic pH. 
The reverse is true as well; shallower breaths, slower breathing rate, or breathing 
in a confined space can all cause additional CO​2 ​to build up in circulation; by extension, 
carbonic acid concentration rises and pH drops. 
Blood pH is maintained narrowly but small excursions occur in active tissue, for 
example muscle during exercise. Local pH will dip as CO​2​ is produced via cellular 
respiration. This serves as a signal; one key role is to influence nearby hemoglobin to 
supply additional oxygen. 
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Hemoglobin in erythrocytes binds reversibly to oxygen molecules in the lungs, 
Lower pH enhances the probability of dissociation of an individual oxyhemoglobin, or 
the overall rate of oxygen release (the Bohr effect). This is expressed as a curve of 
either pH or partial pressure of carbon dioxide against percentage of hemoglobin bound 
to oxygen. 
Oxygen binding affinity varies with species, and is affected by other factors (eg, 
2,3-bisphosphoglyceric acid (BPG)) besides pH. Even within species, fetal hemoglobin 
is a distinct isoform expressed during development to enhance oxygen uptake at the 
placenta. 
Typically, pH excursions are rapidly mitigated by the bicarbonate buffering 
system, and physiological responses quickly adjust respiratory rate and volume to bring 
pH back into optimal range. 
Of course, respiratory physiology may deviate significantly in animals that live in 
extreme environments. Therefore it is useful to study these animal models to 
understand the limits of acid-base balance. Among mammals, the naked mole-rat 
stands out as an extremophile which may expand these limits. 
 
Figure 1: For illustration only, data are not relevant to this thesis. From ​(Weber et al., 2017)​. This graph plots the 
binding affinity of naked mole-rat hemoglobin. See there for comparison with other mole rats. NM-R hemoglobin has a 
higher binding affinity for oxygen at low pH than human normal hemoglobin, more comparable to human fetal hemoglobin 
(which is adapted for higher CO​2​ and lower oxygen). 
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 Naked mole-rats 
 Naked mole-rats (​Heterocephalus glaber​) have had a fascinating introduction as 
a research animal. First described for science by naturalist Eduard Ruppel in 1847, it 
was mostly noted as a burrowing rodent and a pest that left holes which could injure a 
horse. Otherwise it was largely overlooked, hiding a mystery just a meter underground, 
until the late 20th century when serendipity introduced Drs. Alexander and Jarvis. 
In 1974, Dr. Richard D. Alexander publically conjectured how a hypothetical 
eusocial mammal would look and act. Meanwhile, naked mole-rats were stymying 
biologists at the University of Cape Town, puzzled by the abundance of juvenile animals 
recovered from wild burrows and the marked scarcity of mature breeding adults ​(Jarvis, 
1981; Braude, 1997)​.  
 Dr. Jennifer Jarvis realized they were looking at a colony mammal. Most 
individuals in the colony remain sexually immature as adults, suspended as 
prepubescent workers. Only one female queen and a handful of male suitors continue 
to develop into breeding morphs, with significant physical and behavioral changes. The 
workers extend the burrows, scavenge for food, care for young (except nursing, which is 
performed by the queen), and defend the colony ​(Jarvis, 1981; Bourke, 1991; Braude, 
1991; Burda et al., 2000)​. 
To date it is still nearly the only mammalian entry in the eusocial social register; it 
is joined only by a close relative to H. glaber: the African mole-rat Cryptomys ​(Burda et 
al., 2000)​. While ​Hymenopterans ​such as honeybees, ants, and social wasps​ ​have 
evolved eusociality independently sixteen times ​(Trivers and Hare, 1976; Bourke, 1991)​, 
the advantages of eusociality seem to have almost completely passed by mammalia. 
This prompts an obvious question. Why is the naked mole-rat nearly alone 
among mammals in developing a colony structure?  
Clues are found in some of H glaber’s exceptional adaptations and their unusual 
environment and pressures. These same traits have spurred the recent rapid explosion 
in research into these animals and their relevance to human physiology and medicine. 
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Naked mole-rats in the wild maintain extensive tunnel systems, burrowing for 
forage and living space ​(Bourke, 1991; Braude, 1991; Faulkes and Bennett, 2013)​. 
They return to a communal nest to sleep together in a huddle, conserving heat but 
consuming oxygen and generating carbon dioxide to a marked degree (see Chapter 2). 
Only one female queen and a few male suitors breed, the bulk of the colony adults are 
suppressed from breeding ​(Faulkes et al., 1991)​. Litter sizes greatly exceed the 
mammary one-half rule ​(Sherman et al., 1999)​, enabled presumably by workers tending 
to pups. 
Their visual systems are relatively poor, permitting photoentrainment but not 
image forming ​(Hetling et al., 2005; Crish et al., 2006)​. They rely instead on 
somatosensory information from a vibrissae-like array across their whole bodies, and 
probing by their remarkably mobile incisors ​(Catania and Remple, 2002; Crish et al., 
2003)​. 
The extraordinary lifespan of naked mole-rats was already general knowledge 
when Drs. Rochelle Buffenstein and Jarvis noted 2002 that they had a male live more 
than 28 years ​(Buffenstein and Jarvis, 2002)​. The McCloskey lab has multiple animals 
older than 10 years with no indication of senescence, and 20 or more years is reported 
in older colonies ​(Sherman and Jarvis, 2002; Buffenstein, 2008)​. 
Considering that mammalian lifespan typically scales with body size ​(Speakman, 
2005)​, ​H glaber​ can be expected to have a similar span to a lab mouse or rat (2-3 years 
in mice and rats, which typically weigh roughly 30g and 200g, respectively). Speakman 
and subsequent research have tied lifespan to oxygen consumption, generation of free 
radicals by mitochondria, and basal metabolic rate. 
H glaber ​is effectively a poikilothermic mammal, with a metabolic rate two-thirds 
that of a comparably-sized rodent. Naked mole-rats thermoconform to environment, 
regulating body temperature behaviorally by movement within its extensive burrow and 
huddling in the nest ​(Braude, 1991; Buffenstein and Yahav, 1991)​. 
Under hypoxic conditions (7% oxygen, 1 hour) naked mole-rat metabolic rate and 
respiration rate dropped by 70% with little effect on activity level ​(Pamenter et al., 2015)​. 
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In other mammals, hypoxia typically triggers a drop in metabolic rate (reducing oxygen 
demand) but also induces hyperventilation. 
Similar hypoxic conditions have been recorded in the McCloskey lab during 
naturalistic nesting behavior and in the wild ​(Bourke, 1991; Holtze et al., 2018)​, 
suggesting that wild ​H. glaber​ experiences this drastic metabolic braking daily. 
Oxygen is low because they deplete it and exhale carbon dioxide, so 
hypercapnia can be expected and has been demonstrated. NM-R have reportedly been 
able to maintain a systemic pH of 7.3, even when breathing 7.5% CO​2​ ​(Park et al., 
2017)​. Indeed, naked mole-rats have been found to be insensitive to pain from acid and 
inflammation ​(Park et al., 2003, 2008; Smith et al., 2011)​, perhaps an adaptation to their 
stifling burrows and respiratory acidosis. 
Naked mole-rat hemoglobin shows a markedly higher oxygen binding affinity 
compared to other rodent hemoglobin ​(Johansen et al., 1976; Weber et al., 2017) 
although similar to other fossorial or high altitude rodent species, and some blunting of 
the effects of carbon dioxide and temperature on oxygen binding ​(Weber et al., 2017)​. 
Their brains also show remarkable tolerance of hypoxia ​(Larson and Park, 2009; 
Peterson et al., 2012)​ including an anaerobic cycle based on fructose ​(Park et al., 2017) 
not before identified. 
They also have atypical physiology involving adenosine (it is decoupled from 
their hypoxic metabolic response, different from other animals) which makes sense as 
adenosine would be expected to spike upwards with carbonic acid accumulation ​(Dulla 
et al., 2009; Pamenter et al., 2015)​. In fact, Pamenter and colleagues blocked 
adenosine receptors in naked mole-rats with aminophylline and reversed the respiration 
rate, triggering hyperventilation. When hyperventilating, the mole-rat’s tolerance of 
hypoxia was greatly reduced ​(Pamenter et al., 2015)​. 
Naked mole-rats also have a “blunted neuronal calcium response to hypoxia;” 
cytotoxicity during reperfusion is typically dependent on intracellular calcium levels 
released during the event. Naked mole-rat hippocampal slices showed substantially 
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reduced (adult) to no change (neonates) intracellular calcium during ten-minutes of 
anoxia ​(Peterson et al., 2012)​, consistent with data from the McCloskey lab. 
Interest in naked mole-rats as models of tumor suppression and longevity 
(Austad, 2009; Kim et al., 2011; Lewis et al., 2016)​ has also burgeoned. Their famed 
cancer resistance stems from complex roots, attributable perhaps to hyaluronan of 
unusually high density ​(Tian et al., 2013)​, “hypersensitivity to contact inhibition” 
(Seluanov et al., 2009)​, or enhanced genome maintenance ​(Kim et al., 2011; MacRae 
et al., 2015; Petruseva et al., 2017)​, or some combination thereof. 
Even a casual glance underscores the suitability of the naked mole-rats’ 
adaptations to life underground. The tunnels are sealed and dark. Largely free of 
predation but burdened by the cost of burrowing, NM-R colonies benefit from many 
small “cheap” workers to scout for food and raise pups, and a few closely related 
heavier-bodied animals to breed. 
Reexamining the question posed earlier, mammalian eusociality evolved where it 
is energetically expensive to work alone, safety from extrinsic factors is assured, and 
where close quarters could be tolerated despite oxygen depletion and potentially toxic 
concentrations of carbon dioxide. Their subterranean tunnels provide protection for the 
nest and cooperative rearing ensures that shared genes propagate. Selection for 
longevity is a consequence of freedom from extrinsic lethal factors ​(Lewis et al., 2016)​. 
And in fact the eusocial behaviors of the naked mole-rat might be a consequence of 
their respiratory adaptations. Some of our work has demonstrated an altered brain 
chemistry that might ​require​ high levels of carbon dioxide to function, not just tolerate it 
as typically presumed. 
This dissertation also examines another facet, their extensive adaptations related 
to tolerating hypoxia and hypercapnia. Often these generally are achieved via a 
mechanism of neoteny. Adult naked mole-rats retain characteristics of juveniles or even 
fetal traits. 
Genetic sequencing ​(Kim et al., 2011)​ and comparison between the genomes of 
naked mole-rats, humans, rats, and mice shows profound overlap between the human 
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and naked mole-rat genomes, as well as rat and mouse. (Primates and rodents 
diverged from a common ancestor 93 million years ago, ​H. glaber ​diverged from other 
rodents 73 mya.) Many of the divergent or unique gene families in naked mole-rats are 
involved in vision, metabolism, genome maintenance, and oxygen handling. 
Unraveling some of their metabolic and neurological quirks can, in turn, offer 
profound insight into human traits. The naked mole-rat’s profound adaptations for 
hypoxia and hypercapnia, a very long lifespan, and preserved juvenile traits position it 
as an excellent animal model for research into human pediatric hypoxia and 
hypercapnia. 
 
 ​Summary 
Mammals have adapted over the past 200 million years to thrive on all parts of 
the planet and in all environmental conditions, including in the land, on the land, in the 
water, and in the air. An important part of this adaptation in diverse and dynamic 
conditions is the unparalleled ability for mammals to maintain a steady internal state, 
often at a high energetic cost.  
Homeostasis of pH in mammals is important for the regulation of cell volume and 
for the synthesis and functions of proteins. This dynamic steady state is largely 
accomplished through gas exchange in the blood, with excesses in acids or bases 
corrected through the function of the brain, lungs and kidneys. 
African naked mole-rats demonstrate unusual features which appear to make 
them specialized for their sealed fossorial burrow environment. With the largest colony 
size of any mammal, the nest condition in this species is likely to create conditions of 
extreme hypoxia and hypercapnia. This environment may surpass the extremes of what 
is correctable by typical mammalian physiology, and therefore require an adjusted 
internal state. 
Here, we will examine whether NM-R adaptation to their burrows has moved 
them away from typical mammalian physiology . If so, we could expect to see a 
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maladaptation to environments which are typical for most mammals, but deviate from 
the NM-R habitat. 
NM-R can teach us not only about the limits of mammalian adaptation, but about 
the vulnerabilities that may exist to some environmental conditions in other species, 
including our own. 
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Highlights 
• Preference for elevated ambient CO​2​ in African Naked Mole-Rats (NM-R) 
predicts both their fundamental colony behavior of nesting and their unique neuronal 
response to environmental conditions. 
• Captive colonies in semi-natural conditions congregate into nests raising CO​2 
levels which foster respiratory acidosis. 
• NM-R demonstrate a vulnerability to brain alkalosis under normal ambient CO​2 
levels, which extends over their long lifespan. 
• Elevated nest-like CO​2​ levels specifically attract individual NM-R, indicative of a 
rare mammalian capnotaxis behavior. 
• Adult NM-R display seizures triggered by brain alkalosis under high temperatures 
such as those observed at the surface of their native-habitat (up to 45 °C). Akin to 
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observations in infant rats, these seizures are triggered by hyperthermia-induced 
hyperventilation, which is in line with the previously demonstrated neotenous features of 
NM-R. 
• Nest-like CO​2 ​levels rescue NM-R from hyperthermia-induced seizure activity. 
• In vitro hippocampal slices from adult NM-R demonstrate that the vulnerability to 
relative loss of CO​2 ​is present at the neuronal level, as removing CO​2 ​and sodium 
bicarbonate from the bath enhances seizure-related neuronal activity. 
Keywords: Brain pH, environmental niche, social neuroscience, congregation, carbon 
dioxide, hyperexcitability, neoteny 
  
Summary 
We propose a model describing a preference for environmental carbon dioxide 
CO​2 ​in African Naked Mole-Rats (Heterocephalus glaber; NM-R), which predicts both 
the nest conditions created by congregation behavior, and the unique neuronal 
responses of individual NMR to environmental conditions related to local ambient CO​2​. 
Our colony-wide behavioral observations indicate extreme congregating behavior of 
NM-R around the queen, creating a nest environment which is permanently 
hypercapnic. NM-R-s are attracted to hypercapnic colony locations created by the 
infusion of exogenous CO​2​. In line with the numerous neotenous features of NM-R, 
full-grown individuals maintain susceptibility to hyperthermia-induced convulsions 
triggered by respiratory alkalosis in a manner similar to infants of many other 
mammalian species. 
Because CO​2 ​is known for its anticonvulsant actions and the NM-R are exposed 
in their natural environment to extremely high temperatures, we hypothesized that 
elevated CO​2​ ​ ​would protect animals from hyperventilation-triggered brain alkalosis and 
ensuing convulsions upon exposure to hyperthermia. Indeed, we found that nest-like 
levels of CO​2​ provide protection against seizures despite hyperthermia-induced 
hyperventilation. The attraction to ambient hypercapnic environments in this species 
explains the preference for most colony members to congregate in the durable nest, 
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rather than disperse. Thus, these data provide evidence for CO​2 ​as a proximate factor 
promoting eusociality that emerges from the suppressed dispersal by individual colony 
members. 
 
Results and Discussion 
Eusociality, a system of extreme reproductive altruism, has evolved only twice in 
vertebrates, both times in fossorial mole-rats, as proposed initially by Richard Alexander 
in 1974 ​(Bourke, 1991; Jarvis and Bennett, 1993)​. Of the two eusocial mole-rat species, 
the more reproductively skewed eusocial, African Naked Mole-Rat (NM-R) is believed to 
have evolved first, around 35 million years ago ​(Faulkes and Bennett, 2013)​.  
Unlike other vertebrates, mature NM-R do not disperse from their natal colony, but 
participate in a caste system with overlapping adult generations cooperating in foraging, 
brood care, and maintenance and defense of the colony nest ​(Jarvis, 1981)​. The 
transition to eusociality in this species appeared to occur not long after it became 
fossorial, which served as a successful adaptation to thrive in the predator-rich and 
patchy food conditions of semi-arid sub-Saharan Africa. 
As most members of the Bathyergidae family of African Mole-rats are solitary, the 
emergence of eusociality in the NM-R is an adaptation to enhance evolutionary fitness, 
rather than a constraint. 
While the ultimate causes of eusociality in NM-R have been posited to be 
predation pressure and harsh surface conditions leading to irregular food distribution 
(Faulkes and Bennett, 2013)​, the proximate causes for an individual NM-R with the 
physiological and behavioral capability for individual dispersal to favor a return to the 
colony nest over dispersal are not well understood. Since many, if not all, NM-R colony 
members are able to achieve reproductive status after separating from the colony 
(Bourke, 1991)​, there must be basic physiological forces to favor reproductive altruism 
over dispersal and individual reproduction. The low level of dispersal in this species is 
particularly profound considering that the oxygen availability of the colony nest is 
inversely proportional to the colony population density. 
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It is likely that temperature plays an important role in the present day eusociality 
of this species. NM-R burrows are found across the Horn of Africa, a region with one of 
the highest average daily temperatures in the world. As the only known poikilothermic 
mammal ​(Buffenstein and Yahav, 1991)​, NM-R still require a restricted temperature 
range for physiological functions ​(Buffenstein et al., 2001)​, and therefore must rely on 
colony mates and burrow construction to thermoregulate. Social thermoregulation 
through huddling may be particularly important considering the wide range of soil 
temperatures measured at the burrow surface (25.1-63.3 °C; mean 46.8 °C), which is 
only partly mitigated within the burrow (24.6-48.8 °C; mean 39.0 °C) ​(Holtze et al., 
2018)​. 
Huddling in the fossorial nest of a large colony likely creates significant 
reductions in available oxygen and increases in carbon dioxide. The most accurate 
estimates of NM-R burrow air composition to date ​(Holtze et al., 2018)​ show only a mild 
hypercapnia in unoccupied or low occupied areas, within the range of what most 
mammals experience and can tolerate. It is clear, however, from a number of 
experimental studies that NM-R are uniquely adapted to tolerate much more extreme 
environmental conditions, including the ability to tolerate extended periods of hypoxia 
(Buffenstein et al., 2001; Larson and Park, 2009; Nathaniel et al., 2012; Pamenter et al., 
2015; Ilacqua et al., 2017)​. This is achieved systemically through lowered metabolic rate 
(Goldman et al., 1999; Buffenstein et al., 2001)​, enhanced oxygen delivery to organs 
(Johansen et al., 1976; Buffenstein, 1996)​ and through remarkable alternative metabolic 
strategies ​(Park et al., 2017)​. In addition to hypoxia tolerance, evidence for tolerance of 
elevated CO​2 ​levels is supported by the lowered sensitivity to noxious acidic stimuli in 
this species ​(Park et al., 2008)​ and the lack of the typical respiratory response 
(increased breathing rate) to elevated CO​2​ ​(Nathaniel et al., 2012; Branigan et al., 2018; 
Kirby et al., 2018)​. 
These unprecedented mammalian adaptations suggest that exposure to extreme 
hypoxia and hypercapnia, most likely within a heavily occupied colony nest, is typical for 
this species. In their habitat, even with moderate air turnover throughout the burrow, a 
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densely occupied fossorial nest in a species with the largest colony size (up to 300 
individuals) of any mammal ​(Brett, 2017)​ is likely to create extreme environmental 
conditions, with high amounts of CO​2​, and a steep CO​2 ​gradient from the nest to 
surface-exposed parts of the burrow. 
In the present study, captive NM-R housed in an environment with multiple 
interconnected chambers demonstrated a prominent nest in each colony, with a location 
determined by colony members which can change over time. The implantation of whole 
colonies with passive RFID transponders with the positioning of antennas around the 
housing environment ​(McCloskey et al., 2011)​ shows a highly conserved space 
utilization, with the majority of activity concentrated around a single nest chamber, 
although the nest location changes over time (Fig 2A). Tracking the activity of individual 
colony members showed that all individuals of the colony remain in the nest, huddling 
(Alberts, 2007)​, with forays to the food chamber and specific chambers designated by 
the NM-R as toilet chambers. Regardless of caste (reproductive, large worker, small 
worker) or time of day, even when measured over long time periods, all individuals 
spent a large proportion of time in the nest chamber (more than 70%, averaged over 26 
days and across two colonies), with the queen and breeding male for each colony 
showing the highest proportion of time in the nest (See Figure 2B). Visual 
representations of the individual NM-R and chamber location confirmed this 
observation. 
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Measurements of CO​2 ​in the occupied housing environments of five different 
NM-R colonies showed a steep gradient in from the nest to non-nest areas with a 
minimum recorded value of 0.05% (of total atmospheric pressure) in a toilet chamber, 
and a maximum recorded value of 2.33 % in a nest chamber, more than 60 times what 
is recorded at the surface near NM-R burrows, and more than 5 times the highest levels 
recorded in non-nest portions of the burrow ​(Buffenstein and Yahav, 1991)​. 
Nest chambers consistently showed the highest CO​2 ​levels for each colony 
(1.15±0.41%), followed by food chambers (0.49 ± 0.13%). Figure 2C shows the housing 
environments for the TT-2 colony (see Material and Methods), with average CO​2 ​values 
recorded per chamber. Thus, although NM-R may not live in chronic hypoxia and 
hypercapnia, our results suggest that they do spend the majority of their time in the 
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most hypercapnic areas of the housing environment, despite protection and equivalent 
temperature elsewhere in the colony. 
To determine whether NM-R tolerate or prefer the hypercapnia experienced in 
the nest chamber, we experimented using the number of visits to a non-nest chamber 
infused first with room air, then exogenous CO​2 ​(11%), then again, room air. Figure 2D 
shows the average number of trips per hour made through the experimental chamber to 
travel from the nest chamber to the food chamber by the 16 colony members prior to 
gas infusion in the experimental chamber, and during infusion of either CO​2 ​or room air 
into the chamber. 
Under baseline conditions, colony members made an average of 1.2±0.29 trips 
per hour toward the food chamber. When CO​2 ​was the source gas, colony members 
made 5.9±0.92 trips per hour, and when compressed air was the gas source, colony 
members made 1.4±0.31 trips per hour. Comparison of visits across conditions revealed 
a significant effect of the gas environment (F(2,69) = 17.44, p < 0.05) with 
Bonferroni-adjusted pairwise comparisons demonstrating that visits to the gas source 
chamber during CO​2 ​infusion was higher than during baseline or air infusion conditions. 
One adult NM-R under video observation showed signs of an epileptic seizure, 
including loss of balance and clonic leg twitching, when the exogenous supply applied 
to the colony was switched from CO​2 ​to air. This was the only clear seizure we have 
observed in this species in the housing environment at 30 °C over years of experimental 
work. The CO​2 ​gradient between the gas source chamber and neighboring colony areas 
was likely very steep during this time, much steeper than what may be encountered at 
the burrow/surface interface in the wild. Nonetheless, this animal demonstrates a high 
sensitivity to relative ambient acapnia which may relate to the surface avoidance 
behavior which is seen in the wild. 
To test the hypothesis that the relatively higher CO​2 ​levels measured in the nest 
chambers protect NM-R from hyperthermia-induced seizures adult NM-Rs were 
exposed to simulated nest conditions (2.5% CO​2 ​/21% O​2 ​/ 76.5% N​2​ at 32 °C), to room 
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air (0.04% CO​2 ​/21% O​2 ​/ 78% N​2 ​at 20 °C), or to simulated surface conditions 
(Buffenstein and Yahav, 1991)​, where room air was heated to 42 °C. 
Respiratory frequency measured under these environmental conditions 
demonstrated a significant effect of temperature, more than doubling breathing rate 
during exposure to the simulated surface environment (room air: 77±7 breaths per 
minute; surface: 168±18 breaths per minute, t(4)=4.7, p= 0.01). Elevated respiration 
was often preceded by a period of hyperactivity in this environment, which typically 
subsided after around 10 minutes. In 8 out of 9 animals exposed to simulated surface 
environment, signs of seizure activity (head bobbing, mouth automatisms, generalized 
convulsions) appeared after the cessation of hyperactivity, on average 14.4±1.2 minutes 
after the chamber temperature reached 42 °C. Rectal temperatures, measured after 
removal from the 42 °C heated chamber, averaged 41.7±0.6 °C. 
 
animal 
weight
(g) seizure 
40 yes 
38 yes 
42 yes 
36 yes 
50 yes 
67 yes 
-- yes 
57 yes 
-- no 
Table 1: ​Age range from one year six months to three years, eight months. Four were 1.5 to 2 yrs, three were 2 to 3 yrs, 
two were over 3 years old. Seizures began after twelve to eighteen minutes of exposure. Four animals (not shown) were heated to 
45 C, but breathed CO2 >25,000 ppm for the duration. None seized. *This animal is the only hyperthermic animal under normal air 
which did not seize. It was also the only animal used previously for a high CO2 test. Two animals’ weights are not recorded. 
 
Animals demonstrating this seizure susceptibility were males and females from 
four different colonies ranging in age from 5 months to nearly 4 years, well past the age 
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of sexual maturity (6 months) and considered adult, despite the presence of a number 
of neotenous features ​(Penz et al., 2015; Orr et al., 2016; Skulachev et al., 2017)​. 
Figure 3A shows a representative cortical EEG demonstrating seizure activity 
during exposure to a simulated surface environment (0.04% CO​2 ​/ 21% O​2​ / 81% N​2​ at 
42 °C). Seizures produced in the surface environment were prevented when simulated 
nest air at 42 °C (2.5% CO​2 ​/ 21% O​2​ / 76.5% N​2​) was used instead of room air or 
compressed breathable air in the environmental chamber (Fig 3B). When 
surface-condition exposed animals were exposed to nest air after the beginning of a 
seizure, high-frequency, high amplitude cortical seizure events subsided in the EEG but 
seizure-related motor activity continued for the remainder of the experiment ( >10 
minutes). 
Figure 3: ​Cortical EEG recordings of NM-R exposed to a chamber heated to 42◦C containing ​A​. room air (0.04% CO​2​), or ​B​. 
hypercapnic “nest” air (2.5% CO​2​). Cyan and red marks indicate periods of abnormal spikes and seizures (respectively) detected by 
an automated line length analysis based on the artifact-removed and wavelet decomposed EEG trace. Note the lack of abnormal 
events detected in the presence of hypercapnia (B), which was confirmed by the lack of seizure behavior demonstrated by animals 
in this group. C. Average blood pH and bicarbonate levels of NM-R in simulated nest and surface conditions and in room air. Blood 
values are consistent with respiratory acidosis in nest and room air conditions, but shift to a typical mammalian physiological range 
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in the surface environment, presumably due to hyperventilation-induced alkalosis. D. Epileptiform bursting recorded in vitro from 
adult NM-R hippocampal slice starting after 100% O​2​ (black bar) replaced initial carbogen (95% O​2​, 5% CO​2​, left side before O​2​) 
confirming here that relative acapnia can drive neuronal excitability. 
Figure 3A shows a representative cortical EEG demonstrating seizure activity 
during exposure to a simulated surface environment (0.04% CO2 /21% O2 / 81% N2 at 
42 ◦C). Seizures produced in the surface environment were prevented when simulated 
nest air at 42 ◦C (2.5% CO2 /21% O2 / 76.5% N2) was used instead of room air or 
compressed breathable air in the environmental chamber (Fig 3B). 
Wavelet-decomposition and line length analysis used to automatically identify 
epileptiform activity ​(Bergstrom et al., 2013)​ confirmed experimenter observation of 
seizures in all of the EEG-implanted animals exposed to surface environment (3 of 3), 
and none of the animals exposed to the heated hypercapnic environment (0 of 3). 
When surface-condition exposed animals were exposed to nest air after the 
beginning of a seizure, high-frequency, high amplitude cortical seizure events subsided 
in the EEG but seizure-related motor activity continued for the remainder of the 
experiment ( >10 minutes). Figure 3C shows the blood pH and HCO3- 
concentration(mM) demonstrating that blood pH values range from respiratory acidosis 
in the nest conditions to relative alkalosis, within the normal mammalian range, when 
exposed to surface conditions, ​(Davenport, 1974)​. 
The elevated blood pH and respiration rates measured in NM-R in the simulated 
surface environment indicate that respiratory alkalosis is the underlying seizure trigger, 
similar to seizures observed under similar conditions in rat and mouse pups ​(Viitanen et 
al., 2010; Helmy et al., 2012)​. To confirm that alkalosis can trigger seizures in adult 
NM-R similar to what was seen in hyperthermia, seizures were induced at 20 °C in 
ambient air following injections of either the respiratory stimulant nikethamide (100 
mg/kg i.p.), or bicarbonate (5 mmol/kg NaHCO​3​ i.p.) to induce alkalosis ​(Schuchmann et 
al., 2006)​. Importantly, the presence of 2.5% CO​2 ​prevented these seizures. 
In vitro​ recordings of excised adult NM-R hippocampal slices confirm that relative 
acapnia drives neuronal excitability in this species (see Figure 3D). Slices of adult NM-R 
hippocampus routinely showed unprovoked epileptiform burst discharges in the CA3 
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pyramidal cell layer under normal recording conditions (artificial cerebrospinal fluid: pH 
7.4, bubbled with carbogen - 95% O​2​ / 5% CO​2​), identical to spontaneous activity 
typically observed in chronic epileptic rats ​(Schuchmann et al., 2008)​. When slices (n=5 
in 3 animals) were recorded in artificial cerebrospinal fluid containing HEPES in place of 
bicarbonate and the 95% O​2​ / 5% CO​2​ gas in the recording chamber was replaced with 
100% O2, the frequency of epileptiform bursts was increased significantly by 
38.6±14.2%, in five out of five slices recorded in three animals (t(4)= 2.96, p < 0.05). 
This effect was reversed when carbogen was restored after treatment with 100% O​2​. 
Taken together, the present evidence supports the role of microenvironment CO​2 
as an important stimulus for NM-R congregating behavior. We propose that the 
enhanced environmental sensitivity to loss of CO​2​, and vulnerability to brain alkalosis 
demonstrated here drive a frequent return to the nest for captive and wild NM-R as 
conditions away from the nest drive neuronal hyperexcitability, particularly when resting 
from work. Brain vulnerability to alkalosis is a neotenous trait in other mammalian 
species, and complements the growing list of neotenous features that have been 
identified in adult NM-R ​(Penz et al., 2015; Orr et al., 2016; Skulachev et al., 2017) 
The ultimate causes of eusociality in NM-R are likely the derived benefit of a communal 
approach to foraging for sparse food resources, defense and brood care in a defensible 
nest ​(Nowak et al., 2010)​ in their arid fossorial environmental niche. However, the 
motivating factors which drive an adult NM-R to congregate in the communal nest rather 
than disperse and reproduce are not well understood. Here, we propose that a 
physiological requirement for the hypercapnic nest environment sets the primacy of nest 
congregation for this species. This behavior pattern has been observed consistently and 
through multiple measures in a semi-natural environment in a laboratory setting, but is 
yet to be confirmed in the native habitat. Together, these data from complementary 
experiments provide novel and converging evidence to support a model of NM-R colony 
behavior which is exquisitely sensitive to microenvironment levels of CO​2​. The ability of 
adult NM-R to overcome this sensitivity as dispersers is an interesting question for 
future work on what is likely a profound form of plasticity in mammalian physiology. 
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Methods 
All methods involving animals were approved by the Institutional Animal Care 
and Use Committee at the College of Staten Island in the City University of New York 
and are in accordance with regulations required by the United States Department of 
Agriculture. Naked mole-rats (​Heterocephalus glaber​) were maintained in colonies bred 
from animals originally provided by Bruce Goldman. Five colonies of NM-R (D-1, L-3, 
L-4, TT-1, TT-2) were housed in a 12h:12h low-light (50 Lux): dark (<1 Lux) 
environment (lights on: 7AM) maintained in a temperature (29.2±1.4℃) and humidity 
(~20 %) controlled room (5m X 7m). Semi-naturalistic housing environments, 
established for each colony, were comprised of a series of 5 cm inner diameter clear 
polycarbonate tubes connecting square (27 x 32.5 x 10 cm) or rectangular (53 x 32.5 x 
10 cm) chambers (polycarbonate steam table pans with solid lids purchased from a 
restaurant supply store). Extra heat sources, reptile heat cables, were used under the 
cages to provide additional warmth to segments of each cage. A few centimeters of 
corncob bedding, supplemented with pelleted rolled paper bedding, was placed in the 
bottom of each chamber. The size of the housing environment was determined by the 
size of the colony such that there is roughly one chamber for every 5-10 animals. 
Animals were fed ad libitum on a mixed diet of tubers, squash, fruits and Teklad Global 
2019 lab chow (Harlan). The entire colony was disassembled and cleaned 
approximately every two weeks and individual toilet chambers were checked and 
cleaned daily on weekdays. 
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In-situ behavior observations 
Two colonies (L-4,n= 37; TT-2, n=36) were arranged in semi-naturalistic 
environments equipped with 20 RFID antennas positioned between chambers to track 
the movements of each animal between chambers over extended periods of time. Each 
animal in the colony was implanted with a Trovan Unique (Dorset) radio frequency 
identification transponder (transponder size 11.5 x 2.2mm) injected under the skin. 
RFID antennas, circular in shape (100 mm inner diameter), were placed around the 
tubing in the colony. When an animal passed an RFID antenna, a record of this action 
was entered into a text file by the Trovan software. Events recorded from each antenna 
were passed to a computer at a maximum rate of 10 events per second. Events were 
entered into a single text file, with each event containing the RFID tag number that was 
read, the antenna where the reading occurred, and the date and time of the reading. 
The feeding chamber of each colony was determined by the caregiver (the cage closest 
to the room entrance). Toilet chambers were determined by the colony and varied within 
each colony, but were always single entry, dead end small chambers of the colony 
structure. These chambers were easily identifiable as they were devoid of corncob 
bedding and were the only chambers that contained excrement. Certain chambers were 
identifiable as nest chambers, as they contained nearly all of the unrolled paper 
bedding, and often had a mass of animals huddled in them; these nest locations were 
determined by the colony members. A single nest chamber was observed for a colony, 
although as many as three nest chambers have been observed at times. A data set for 
each colony was selected as a 25.58 day (614-hr) series for L-4 (collected November 
4-30, 2016), and a 26.67 day (640-hr) series for TT-2 (collected April 1-27, 2015). Each 
collection period included four 60-hr weekend periods, with minimal staff activity for a 
second detailed analysis. 
 
Data analysis of congregation 
The RFID data were preprocessed to correct misreads and eliminate duplicate 
reads created when animals hovered under an antenna. A state matrix, compiled in 
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MATLAB using custom code, was populated by the last identified location for each 
animal and updated for every new entry in the RFID data file. Activity was measured by 
moves, which were defined as a reading at a different antenna location from the last 
known antenna, or at the same antenna location after the animal has moved away from 
the antenna range (which was approximately 10 cm). Although the antennas were 
positioned at the tunnels near entryways to chambers, our observation demonstrated 
that moves primarily represented activity between or within chambers, as prolonged 
stationary positioning in tunnels was rare. A stringent metric for stationary behavior was 
developed wherein not moving or remaining stationary was defined in units of an entire 
hour passing in which an individual animal was not read at a new antenna location from 
the last known antennas location. Proportion of time spent in the colony nest chambers 
(defined as the chamber with the highest density of animals in any given hour) and the 
colony food chamber (which is stable and determined by the animal care staff) was 
measured across each sixty hour period. Proportion of time spent in the nest was 
measured for each colony member and averaged across each of the 600+ hour epochs. 
 
In-Situ ​CO​2 ​measurements 
CO​2 ​levels were measured repeatedly in 57 chambers across all naked mole-rat 
colonies by siphoning chamber gas into a polycarbonate bottle using tygon tubing and a 
handheld vacuum pump. Complete filling of the bottle was confirmed by displacement of 
water to a second bottle in sequence. CO​2 ​levels were recorded immediately after 
siphoning using a Vernier CO​2 ​sensor interfaced with a LabQuest Mini and a computer 
running Graphical Analysis software. These measures confirmed the influence of animal 
congregation on air quality. The mean ( ± standard error of the mean) CO​2 ​level 
measured across all cages was 0.319±0.04%, with a minimum recorded value of 
0.049% in a toilet chamber, and a maximum recorded value of 2.33% in a nest 
chamber. Nest chambers, identified by the accumulation of paper bedding material, 
consistently showed the highest CO​2 ​levels for each colony 1.15±0.41%, followed by 
food chambers 0.49±0.13%. 
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 Exogenous ​CO​2 ​delivery to colony 
Animals in the TT-1 colony (n=16) were relocated to a simplified housing 
environment containing 3 chambers (nest, food, and other), equipped with RFID 
antennas , and allowed 1 week to habituate. The other chamber had a hole drilled in the 
chamber lid where a gas diffuser stone was secured, and the nest chamber had a hole 
drilled in the lid where an oxygen monitor (ProOx 110, Biospherix) was placed. Animals 
could enter any of the three chambers directly from any other chamber through 
polycarbonate tubing. A 24-hour baseline measure of the number of trips per hour made 
by colony members to the other cage was recorded. Oxygen levels in the nest cage 
were recorded as 20.5% during the baseline period. Following the baseline recording, 
CO​2 ​was released into the other chamber at a delivery pressure less than 5 PSI. The 
flow of CO​2 ​was controlled by the oxygen sensor and programmed to continue CO​2 
delivery until the nest cage O​2 ​level dropped from the initial value of 20.5% to 18.5%. 
The chamber containing the gas source was measured to have an oxygen level of 18% 
under these conditions. These conditions were estimated to require nest chamber CO​2 
levels to increase from 2.1% to 11% to displace the oxygen in the nest. The number of 
trips from the nest chamber to the other chamber was measured over a 24 hour period, 
and averaged per hour across all colony members. Following CO​2 ​delivery, the gas 
cylinder was replaced with compressed air, and the oxygen sensor was programmed to 
open the valve until O​2 ​in the nest reached 20%. This condition was maintained for an 
additional 24 hours. Once again, the number of visits per hour were averaged during 
this time. 
 
Surgery and EEG Recording 
Male and female adult NM-R weighing more than 35 grams (over 1 year) were 
deeply anesthetized with isoflurane and placed in a mouse stereotaxic apparatus (Kopf) 
equipped with a nose cone to continue delivery of anesthesia at a concentration of 
2.5-3% and a flow rate of 0.5 LPM. Animals were maintained on a heating pad and 
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monitored with a rectal thermometer for a target temperature of 30 °C. Following 
confirmation of general anesthesia and cleaning and local anesthesia of the scalp with 
lidocaine, the skull surface was exposed via incision and a Pinnacle Technologies 
prefabricated 3 channel surface mount was secured to the skull with posterior screw 
electrodes drilled ś 2.5 ml and -1.27 ap from bregma. Anterior screws were aligned with 
the holes of the surface mount, and the headstage was secured in place with dental 
acrylic. Animals were allowed to recover for one week before recording, with 
post-surgical monitoring and ibuprofen treatment for three days. EEG recordings were 
made using Sirenia acquisition software (Pinnacle Technologies), and analyzed using 
the FieldTrip toolkit in MATLAB. 
The automated EEG signal analysis technique used here (decomposition by 
wavelet followed by line length analysis) is helpful in differentiating movement artifacts, 
necessary for an animal whose movement behaviors differ from more typical lab 
subjects. We used an empty EMG channel, buried in dental cement, to detect 
movement artifact. Events in this channel which exceeded two times the channel 
standard deviation and lasted for more than 250 msec were considered artifact, and the 
signal in the EEG channel during these “rejected” events were set to zero.  A 
fourth-order wavelet decomposition and line length analysis was applied to the cleaned 
EEG signal using the MATLAB scripts developed by ​(Bergstrom et al., 2013)​, with 
seizure events considered as events lasting more than five seconds and exceeding 
three times the standard deviation of the median line length of a 5 minute baseline at 
the start of the recording. Automated event detection was tested against visual analysis 
by another researcher and matched with video of convulsions. 
 
Induction of hyperthermia seizures 
Male and female adult naked mole-rats (aged between 1 and 6 years, 35-75 
grams) were introduced individually into a circular custom glove box chamber (35 x 22 
cm) equipped with a video camera (GoPro Hero 4), a k-type thermocouple interfaced to 
a digital thermometer (Nicety), a CO​2 ​sensor (Vernier) and a commutator for EEG 
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recordings (Pinnacle Technologies). The entire apparatus was maintained in a 
laboratory incubator (Isotemp 525D, Thermofisher) for temperature control. 
Temperatures used were targeted at 20℃, 32℃, and 45℃, and a 20 minute exposure, 
unless mentioned otherwise, was initiated once the chamber recovered the desired 
temperature after the animal was placed into the chamber via an airlock. Gases were 
delivered at consistent rates to the chamber, and humidified prior to introduction to the 
chamber to maintain a humidity level of 20% inside the chamber. Laboratory air or a 
custom gas mixture designed to mimic the nest environment ( 21% O​2​ / 2.5% CO​2​ / 
76.5% N​2​) was used to fill the chamber prior to animal entry. Observations of seizure 
behavior (rhythmic head movements with and without atypical vocalizations, clonus in 
two or more limbs, or movement arrest) were confirmed by an experimenter reviewing 
videos blinded to experimental conditions. In a subset of animals exposed to these 
environments, venous and mixed venous blood were collected following laceration of 
the saphenous vein or the right cardiac atrium after 20 minutes of exposure to these 
environments. Samples were collected within 2 minutes of exposure, after complete 
anesthesia with tribromoethanol (Avertin, 250 mg/kg, i.p.). Blood gas measures were 
made within 3 minutes of sample collection using a GEM Premier 4000 blood gas 
analyzer (Werferen). 
 
Hippocampal slice electrophysiology 
Three adult NM-R were deeply anesthetized with tribromoethanol (Avertin, 125 
mg/kg, i.p.) and transcardially perfused with 41.2±0.29C sucrose-based artificial 
cerebrospinal fluid (sucrose-ACSF, in mM: 252 sucrose, 5.0 KCl, 2.0 CaCl​2​, 2.0 MgSO​4​, 
1.25 NaH​3​PO​4​, 26 NaHCO​3​, 10 d-glucose; pH = 7.4). The brain was removed and 
embedded in low melting point agarose. Sections (400µm) were cut horizontally, 
through the ventral 2/3 of the hippocampus, using a Compresstome (Precisionary 
Instruments), and incubated for one hour where they were maintained at 32 °C 
oxygenated (95% O​2​ / 5% CO​2​), and immersed in containing 126 mM NaCl substituted 
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for sucrose (NaCl-ACSF). The osmolarity of this ACSF solution was 290-305 mOSM/kG 
(Vapro 5520, Wescor). 
Following an incubation period between 1 and 4 hours, slices were placed in a 
Haas-type interface recording chamber (Scientific Systems Design) and perfused with 
gravity-fed ACSF, which was oxygenated (95% O​2 ​/ 5% CO​2​), and warmed to 32 °C. 
The slice surfaces were exposed to humidified carbogen (95% O​2 ​/ 5% CO​2​).  
Extracellular recording electrodes were pulled from borosilicate glass using a 
horizontal pipette puller (P-97, Sutter Instruments) to a 5-15 MΩ resistance, and were 
then placed in the CA3 pyramidal cell layer to detect spontaneous bursts. Data were 
amplified (ELC-03XS; NPI Electronic), and recorded on a computer running Igor Pro 
software (Wavemetrics) interfaced with an ITC-18 A/D board (Instrutech). Traces were 
analyzed in R using the IgorR package. 
Spontaneous epileptiform bursts were identified as previously described 
(McCloskey and Scharfman, 2011)​ defined as a cluster of population spikes greater 
than 2 standard deviations from the root mean square amplitude of the trace. These 
events were present in nearly all of the more than 30 animals that have been recorded 
to date, and require no electrical or chemical provocation. Once detected, burst activity 
was monitored for a minimum of 10 minutes prior to experimental manipulation, and 
confirmed to have a major variation is amplitude, frequency or duration. After a baseline 
recording, the ACSF was replaced with a 20mM HEPES-based buffer (substituted for 
sodium bicarbonate), and a baseline was re-established. Next, the carbogen in the 
perfusate and at the slice surfaces was replaced with 100 % oxygen gas, and the 
response of the slice was recorded. An inline gas regulator was used to ensure no 
changes in pressure occurred when the gas was switched. Carbogen was restored after 
a minimum of 5 minutes of recording to ensure the effect was reversible. 
In vitro recordings were imported into R and converted to time series using the 
IgorR package. A custom burst detection algorithm identified the burst frequency as the 
number of bursts exceeding the threshold amplitude per minute. A t-test was performed 
to compare burst frequency under different conditions. 
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CHAPTER 3 
GABA Efficacy is Impaired in the Adult Naked Mole-Rat, but Restored 
by the Hypercapnic Nest Environment 
 
Highlights 
• African naked mole-rats exhibit a vulnerability to hyperthermia-induced seizures 
into adulthood, which is mitigated by hypercapnia, reminiscent of febrile seizure 
susceptibility in neonates of other species.   
• Fully developed NM-R demonstrate a paradoxical excitatory response to GABA, 
evidenced by enhanced epileptiform activity ​in vitro​ in the excised hippocampus, and 
seizure ​in vivo​ in response to GABAergic stimulation. 
• NM-R show a relatively low upregulation of neuronal potassium chloride 
cotransporter 2 (KCC2), which is important for maintaining the neuronal chloride 
gradient. KCC2 expression remains very low into adulthood in the NM-R brain and does 
not show an early postnatal developmental switch as in mice, rats, and guinea pigs. 
 
Keywords: Febrile Seizures, Neoteny, Depolarizing GABA, KCC2 
As detailed in Chapters 1 and 2, the African Naked Mole-Rat (NM-R) has 
demonstrated a number of remarkable adaptations to enhance fitness in their fossorial 
niche. Neotenous brain characteristics appear to be foremost.among the adaptations 
that are likely to allow for eusociality and the necessary tolerance for crowded carbon 
dioxide rich, oxygen poor underground nests. However, as was demonstrated in 
Chapter 2, these characteristics come at the expense of versatility to tolerate dynamic 
environments, representing an overspecialization for their hypercapnic niche.  
The neotenous features of the NM-R brain, which extend for years, and the 
sensitivity of alkalosis-induced seizures in this species make them a useful model 
system to explore the mechanisms underlying fever-induced (“febrile”) seizures in 
humans, which is most common in childhood before the age of 5. Febrile seizures occur 
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in two to five percent of people during early childhood and account for the most 
common neurological reason for emergency room visits. Most people who have febrile 
seizures will not develop a chronic seizure disorder, but febrile seizure is a risk factor for 
the development of epilepsy. Febrile seizures are the most common known precipitating 
factor of temporal lobe epilepsy (TLE), with the likelihood of developing TLE as high as 
10% after an initial febrile seizure ​(Berg and Shinnar, 1996; Sillanpää et al., 1998)​. 
Studying the mechanisms and consequences of febrile seizures therefore presents an 
opportunity to prevent these seizures in vulnerable populations, but also to explore and 
prevent the subsequent process of epileptogenesis to chronic seizure disorders. 
(Sloviter, 1994; Rakhade and Jensen, 2009; Seinfeld et al., 2014)​. 
Currently, rodent models of the condition include neonatal mice and rat pups with 
the whole body or head warmed to febrile temperatures ​(Schuchmann et al., 2006, 
2008, 2009)​. These models produce an initial seizure, which is detected by behavior or 
EEG, and neuronal sequelae consistent with chronic epilepsy, including a decreased 
seizure threshold ​(Jiang et al., 1999; Reddy and Kuruba, 2013; Kasahara et al., 2018)​.  
While certainly useful, these models are limited to the first few weeks of life, after 
which the mouse or rat brain is better equipped to maintain homeostasis under abrupt 
environmental changes. However, this timeline deviates from human febrile 
susceptibility, which continues for years after birth. In just a few weeks, rodent 
development recapitulates years of human development, so processes are necessarily 
overlapping and brief. 
This species difference in developmental timeline may be more of a nuance than 
an obstacle, as mouse and rat pups were more than sufficient for Dr. Kai Kaila and 
colleagues to provide significant insight into the mechanisms which underlie childhood 
febrile seizure ​(Schuchmann et al., 2006, 2008)​. The authors reported an increase in 
respiration rate which immediately preceded seizure in hyperthermic rat pups (P8-11, 
n=21,+~60% respiration rate, seizure observed at ~41.6°C). Respiration increased in 
older rat pups but only by 28% over basal rate and no seizure was observed (P22-23, 
n=14, temperature ~44.2°C for 55 minutes.)  
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Hyperventilation has been used as a trigger for seizure during epilepsy EEG and 
diagnosis ​(Holmes et al., 2004; Raybarman, 2009)​. (Hyperventilation by definition is 
increased loss of carbon dioxide from the airways regardless of respiration rate or 
volume change.) While tachypnea in fever is not a revelation, the marked difference in 
respiration rate as a function of age is compelling. 
Respiratory alkalosis was confirmed by pH electrodes in vivo. Dr. Kaila and 
colleagues found that the hyperthermic tachypnea was accompanied by a pH rise of 
.23, from baseline 7.22 in the pups’ brains and that this increasing alkalinity immediately 
preceded seizure. Countering this effect with inhaled CO​2​ (5% in room air) immediately 
abolished seizure in hyperthermic rat pups. Mimicking the alkaline rise by injection of 
bicarbonate ion (concentration 100 mM NaHCO​3​ and 154 mM NaCl, dose 5 mmol/kg) 
produced a similar change in brain pH (0.3 units) and rapidly induced a similar, albeit 
briefer, seizure in the absence of hyperthermia. The seizure was markedly similar to 
febrile seizure, bolstering the hypothesis that febrile seizure is alkalotic, stemming from 
hyperventilation. 
Subsequent work by Dr. Kaila and others has provided evidence that childhood 
febrile seizure is a disorder of acid-base homeostasis incurred by a hyperventilatory 
cooling response to fever. Notably, while older rats (~P28) did increase respiration in 
hyperthermia (44°C, 28% increase) there was no significant change in brain pH. This is 
likely mediated in part by an increased sensitivity to CO​2​ in respiratory centers occurring 
between P10 and P20 but is also probably related to a change in intrinsic pH sensitivity 
in neurons. 
The mechanisms underlying the emergence of neuronal synchrony and seizure 
in brain alkalosis are complex and still under investigation. 
One contributor to a normal chloride gradient is the KCC2 symporter. KCC2 is a 
potassium-chloride cotransporter essential for establishing the chloride gradient in 
neurons. This symporter relies on the energetically favorable transport of K+ down its 
gradient out of the neuron in order to pump Cl- out of the neuron and against its 
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gradient. This establishes an electrochemical gradient for chloride that encourages 
chloride to flow into the cell when GABA channels open. 
Two isoforms are expressed; KCC2a is present prenatally and expression 
remains relatively stable through development. The other isoform, KCC2b, is 
upregulated during early postnatal development and stabilizes in a mature neuron. 
Specific time course for KCC2b upregulation varies with species but expression already 
rises sharply at two weeks post natal in rats, mice, and guinea pigs. 
KCC2 is widespread throughout the central nervous system, expressed in the 
membrane along soma and dendrites. It is known to colocalize with GABA​A​ receptors 
(nominally inhibitory chloride channels) and also near excitatory synapses where it may 
serve to limit excitotoxicity by extruding chloride to offset the spike in osmolality caused 
by influx of Na+ and Cl- ​(Gulyás et al., 2001; Watanabe et al., 2009)​. KCC2 activity, and 
presentation at the cell surface, is regulated by phosphorylation of several known sites 
(Watanabe et al., 2009; Kahle et al., 2013; Silayeva et al., 2015; Sivakumaran et al., 
2015; Kelley et al., 2016; Agez et al., 2017; Moore et al., 2018)​. 
Our collaborator, Dr. Martin Puskarjov at the University of Helsinki, has taken 
advantage of the published NM-R genome to begin to understand whether KCC2 
function may be altered in this species. Dr. Puskarjov previously identified a single point 
arginine to histidine variant in the gene that encodes KCC2 (SLC12A5) in a family with 
susceptibility to febrile seizures ​(Viitanen et al., 2010; Puskarjov et al., 2014b)​ and has 
communicated to us that the same variant (​KCC2-R952H) exists in the NM-R genome 
(See Chapter 4). 
 It was already demonstrated in Chapter 2 that naked mole-rats have an unusual 
susceptibility to seizure that mimics the existing rodent models of febrile seizures. 
Nearly every animal tested seized, unless protected by CO​2​. Moreover, the NM-R 
demonstrating this susceptibility ranged well into maturity in this species, up to at least 4 
years old. Considering the same variant exists in the naked mole-rat genome as 
humans with susceptibility to febrile seizures and NM-R are neurologically neotenous 
(Penz et al., 2015)​, retaining many juvenile traits into adulthood, it is tempting to 
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consider that the same mechanisms which drive childhood febrile seizures in humans 
may be conserved in naked mole-rats into adulthood. If so, we would predict a 
diminished inhibitory response to GABAergic activation in this species and an inability 
for GABA to protect against the hyperthermia-induced seizures observed in Chapter 2. 
Therefore to test the hypothesis that adult naked mole-rats have an impaired 
inhibitory response to GABA in normal air, we used diazepam, a benzodiazepine that 
acts as an allosteric potentiator of GABA at GABA​A​ receptors ​(Campo-Soria et al., 
2006)​. If GABA is excitatory in NM-R in normal air, then diazepam (DZP, Valium) should 
increase susceptibility to seizures. We also examined adult levels of NM-R KCC2 to 
determine whether there is a robust developmental upregulation of KCC2 in this 
species, as demonstrated in other rodent models. 
 
Methods 
Environmental Conditions and injections 
Adult male and female naked mole-rats weighing over 25g were placed in a 
custom-made glove box (27cm diameter) equipped with ports for the infusion and 
release of gases, a CO​2 ​gas sensor (Vernier CO2-BTA), two probes from a calibrated 
digital thermometer (Signstek) and a video camera (GoPro Hero4). Gases were 
delivered from a compressed gas canister equipped with a regulator at a delivery 
pressure less than 5 PSI and humidified prior to entry into the glovebox chamber. The 
glove box was equilibrated with either humidified compressed air, a 95% O​2 ​/ 5% CO​2 
mixture, or a custom gas comprised of 18% O​2 ​/ 2.5% CO​2 ​/ 79.5% N​2 ​. The CO​2​ level in 
this mixture was selected to match the nest chamber CO​2​ levels recorded in 
laboratory-housed colonies. Some standard air experiments were conducted in an open 
chamber in the room, rather than in the glovebox. Experiments were conducted either at 
20 ± 2 ℃ or 28 ± 2 ℃ (lab temperature and colony temperature, respectively), with no 
differences in response detected due to different temperatures. Animals were injected 
intraperitoneally at doses of 0, 0.5, 1, 2.5 or 5 mg/kg with diazepam (Henry Schein). 
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EEG Recording 
Animals were anesthetized by flowing vaporized isoflurane at 5% in an induction 
chamber and then maintained at ~2.5% in a Kopf stereotaxic apparatus equipped with a 
nosecone. Internal temperature was maintained by a heating pad beneath and a 
surgical drape over the animal. Temperature, respiration, and responsiveness were 
recorded regularly. 
The scalp was cleaned with chlorhexidine and locally anesthetized with 1% 
lidocaine. Following incision of the scalp, the skull was cleared and dried with ethanol. A 
Pinnacle 8201 headmount was implanted with 0.10" and 0.12" stainless steel screws 
positioned in the cortex superior to the hippocampus at +-2.0ML and -1.27 and +4.55 
AP from bregma ​(Xiao et al., 2006)​. The skin was sutured and the headmount was 
protected with dental cement. Animals received an injection of 5 mg/kg ketoprofen (i.p.) 
and isolated on a heating pad until fully awake. Additional injections of 5 mg/kg 
ketoprofen were delivered for 3 days post-surgery and the animal recovered in isolation 
for at least 5 days before recording EEG. 
Animals were placed in a recording chamber equipped with a commutator and 
amplifier (Pinnacle Technologies) connected to a 1x headstage. EEG recordings were 
processed in MATLAB with the Fieldtrip package. Seizure activity was confirmed by the 
observation of convulsions concurrent with high frequency cortical activity (>100Hz). 
 
Quantification of KCC2 Protein 
Samples from naked mole-rats in the McCloskey laboratory along a 
developmental timecourse (Embryos (estimated at e50), p0, p7, p14, p30, and 3, 6, 9, 
and 12 months old, see Table 2) were shipped to the Kaila laboratory at the University 
of Helsinki to assess KCC2b expression. 
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Table 2: ​Summary of tissue samples used for developmental KCC2 profile. 
 
Naked mole-rats were injected with avertin (tribromoethanol 125-250 mg/kg i.p., 
prepared from tert-amyl alcohol and 2,2,2-tribromoethanol, Sigma-Aldrich) and 
decapitated. Brains were extracted and sectioned into cerebellum, cerebral cortex, 
hippocampus, and brainstem. Larger brains were also divided by hemisphere. Spinal 
cord was extracted from animals nine months or older. 
Samples were separated into 0.5 ml Eppendorf tubes and treated with protease 
inhibitor in RIPA buffer (10 ml Tris buffer 0.1 M, pH 8.0, 2 ml of 5% deoxycholic acid, 
400 ul of 5% SDS, 200 ul of Triton X, 0.175 g NaCl, 7.4 ml deionized water, 2 tablets 
Pierce EDTA-Free Protease Inhibitor Mini Tablets). Tubes were flash-frozen in liquid 
nitrogen and stored in a -80 freezer until shipment. 
Samples were shipped overnight from NYC to Helsinki packed in dry ice using 
3D- printed prototype armatures designed to compactly organize and secure cryogenic 
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samples for compliance with air freight regulations (see Figure 4). Three animals were 
also extracted and handled similarly, but protease inhibitor was not employed. These 
samples were for RNA. 
Western blots were run for NM-R samples using a primary antibody against the 
C-terminus of KCC2 (Millipore 07-432) with tubulin used as a control protein. Quantified 
samples were compared to raw data of the developmental timecourse of KCC2 
upregulation in mouse, rat and guinea pig previously collected by Drs. Puskarjov and 
Kaila. 
 
 
Results 
Adult NM-R responses to GABAergic activation in vivo 
Table 3 shows a summary of the dose-response of adult NM-R to diazepam 
injection. Injection of diazepam (1 or 5 mg/kg i.p., n= 5 animals at each dose) into naked 
mole-rats over 1 year of age produced ataxia and loss of balance within 2 minutes of 
injection. At 1 mg/kg, animals went through a period of hypoactivity, lasting less than 10 
minutes, followed by a period of tonic-clonic motor convulsions which included head 
jerking, tooth and jaw movement, and paddling of the limbs. This motor activity lasted 
for more than one hour. Animals receiving 2.5 and 5 mg/kg diazepam had similar 
behavior to 1.0 mg/kg, but without the period of hypoactivity; motor convulsions began 
immediately after injection. EEG recordings made at all three doses (1-2 animals per 
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dose) confirmed that the motor convulsions were preceded by cortical seizure activity. 
Saline injection (0 mg/kg diazepam) produced no unusual motor activity. 
Weight (g) Dose (mg/kg) Temp (C) 
Seizure 
Behavior? Notes 
32 0 20 no No seizure (control). 
31 0 32 no No seizure (control). 
45 0 32 no No seizure (control). 
34 0 32 no No seizure (control). 
26 0.5 20 no Sedation for 20 minutes. 
27 0.5 32 no Active, no seizure or sedation 
25 0.5 32 no Active, no seizure or sedation 
41 0.5 32 no Active, no seizure or sedation 
28 0.5 32 no Active, no seizure or sedation 
36 1 20 yes Ataxia for ~5 minutes, then seizure. 
38 1 32 yes Seizure, twitching and tremors at 11 minutes. 
49 1 32 yes Motionless followed by seizure 
57 1 32 yes Motionless followed by seizure 
50 1 32 yes Seizure at 38 minutes 
42 1 32 yes Motionless followed by seizure 
35 2.5 20 yes Ataxia within 1 minute followed by seizure 
-- 5 20 yes Rapid onset seizure 
34 5 32 yes Rapid onset seizure 
47 5 20 yes Rapid onset seizure, see caption* 
Table 3:​ ​Diazepam was injected at 0.5, 1, 2.5, and 5 mg/kg. Threshold for seizure was 1 mg/kg, 
with higher doses resulting in faster onset. Control animals received sham injections of vehicle. Animals 
were drawn from five different colonies. No differences were observed for sex, weight, colony origin, or 
ambient temperature. Weight range 25-57 grams, mean 37, median 35, mode 34, approximating ages 
from six months to two years. One weight was not recorded but was between 25 and 57 grams. *This 
animal was given 95% CO​2​,​ ​5% O​2​,​ ​45 minutes after initial injection, and then a second injection of DZP. In 
CO​2​ this animal calmly explored its environment, then ate some food. 
 
Animals in room air (CO​2​ at ~400ppm) and ambient temperature (20 ℃ for lab 
room temperature, 32 ℃ in animal facility) were injected with DZP at either 1 or 5 mg/kg 
and invariably seized visibly. Cortical seizure activity was confirmed with EEG in a 
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minimum of 2 animals per dose, see Figure 5. Latency to convulsion depended on 
dose. Injection of 0.5 mg/kg produced no sedation or seizure in four of five animals 
injected; instead, increased (excited) behavior was seen. One of the five animals was 
sedated for twenty minutes, with some twitching. One animal received 2.5 mg/kg, with 
effects intermediate between the lower and higher doses. Animal weight (34 to 57 
grams, mean 42.6 grams) sex, or ambient temperature (n=4 at 20℃, n=6 at 32 ℃) 
showed no effect on seizure from diazepam injection. Control animals (saline or vehicle 
sham injection) showed no effect. 
Motor convulsions were prevented at 1 and 5 mg/kg diazepam when animals 
were injected in an environment containing 2.5% or 5% CO​2​ (see Figure 3 bottom). 
When animals were injected in room air and transferred to a hypercapnic environment, 
seizure activity recorded in EEG became suppressed, although motor convulsions 
continued intermittently. Wavelet-decomposition and line length analysis was again 
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used to automatically identify epileptiform activity, see Figure 5.
 
Figure 5: ​Top: Animal at room temperature was injected with 1 mg/kg DZP. Convulsion and EEG trace at ~12 minutes 
after injection. Seizure behavior and EEG activity was interrupted by exposure to 2.5% CO​2​. Cyan dashes indicate abnormal spiking 
< 750 msec, red dashes show seizure (abnormal events longer than 750 msec). Unmarked brief spikes are movement artifacts, 
compare with injection spike for example. Bottom: Presence of 5% CO​2​ before injection in a second animal prevents the occurrence 
of seizures induced by 1 mg/kg diazepam. 
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GABAergic activation of hippocampal neurons in vitro 
The presence of excitatory GABA is also supported by administration of 
isoguvacine, a GABA​A​R agonist, to hippocampal slice preparations (n=3 slices in 3 
animals). The same epileptiform burst discharge activity measured in Chapter 2 was 
measured. When isoguvacine (200 𝜇M) was added to the perfusate, slices that were 
bursting increased their bursting activity and developed spreading depression (3 of 3 
slices), indicating an excitatory response to GABA​A​R activation. Figure 6 shows an 
example trace where isoguvacine treatment of the bursting slice led to increased 
excitability, demonstrated as a significant increase in burst power, and the onset of 
spreading depression. This effect was reversible in only one of the three measured 
slices which exited the cycle of spreading depression upon washout of isoguvacine.  
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Developmental profile of KCC2 expression in the NM-R neocortex 
Dr. Martin Puskarjov, working in the Kaila laboratory, established that mouse, rat 
and Guinea pig surpass adult NM-R KCC2 levels within the first week to two weeks 
postnatally, and that NM-R levels of 140 kDa KCC2 remain low over the lifespan. Figure 
7 shows this comparison across species. Notably, the NM-R KCC2 western blots 
consistently showed a secondary band at ~120 kDa, indicating a cleavage near the 
c-terminus, which is likely to impair its incorporation into the neuronal plasma 
membrane. 
Figure 8 shows that the NM-R, in addition to having lower levels of KCC2 
expression across the lifespan, demonstrate a delayed post-translational activation of 
KCC2, determined by phosphorylation of the serine at site 940. This activation peaks at 
6 months postnatally, compared with one month in the rat. 
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Discussion 
In this chapter we demonstrate that NM-R are uniquely vulnerable to excitation 
via GABA, a state which is normally found only in neonate mammals. Yet, naked 
mole-rats retain this trait through adulthood. To my knowledge, this is the first 
demonstration of an excitatory response to GABA in an otherwise normal mature animal 
in any species. 
This hyperexcitability can be offset by the environment that NM-R experience in 
their nest. Thus we propose that their hypercapnic environment protects against 
seizure. 
Three possible mechanisms might contribute to alkalotic seizure here. First, 
intrinsic neuronal excitability, the propensity for spiking, might be enhanced. Excitability 
can be adjusted via pH-dependent modulation, in this case alkalosis most likely working 
on potassium channels ​(Ruusuvuori and Kaila, 2014)​.  
Secondly (and thirdly), glutamatergic transmission might be enhanced by 
alkalosis, and/or remaining GABA inhibition reduced (see ​(Lee et al., 1996)​, where a 
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rise in in vitro extracellular pH potentiates glutamate-gated AMPA receptors and 
suppresses GABA​A​ receptors.) 
However, by retaining the neonatal tolerance for, or reliance on, hypercapnia into 
adulthood, the NM-R sacrifice GABAergic tone. I contend that we can address our 
driving question. Eusociality is beneficial for a xeric burrowing colony mammal. But it is 
difficult to achieve the benefits of sealed tunnels, freedom from predation, poikilothermy, 
unless the animal can also mitigate hypercapnia. 
The mechanisms which address hypercapnia - adapted carbonic anhydrases, a 
shifted pH window, altered KCC2 activity and expression, an excitatory chloride gradient 
- these traits also require CO​2​ for normal brain function. Without CO​2​, and a capnotaxis, 
brain chemistry shifts toward hyperexcitation, and ultimately seizure when there is 
unmitigated loss of CO​2​. These traits are not only sufficient, but necessary and may 
serve as drivers for eusociality in this species. 
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CHAPTER 4 
Additional Data and Directions 
Additional data and new directions 
The GABA and chloride adaptations in NM-R are not isolated. Other elements 
must coordinate, and I have some very early preliminary data to share. 
Carbonic anhydrase VII (CA VII), an isoform found in neurons, is essential for 
sustaining GABA excitation ​(Ruusuvuori et al., 2013)​. In the referenced paper, CA VII 
KO mice and wildtype (WT) were both subject to hyperthermia protocol. While WT were 
induced as expected, the KO mice’s seizures were lower severity, with shorter durations 
interspersed with exploratory behaviors. It seems that CA VII is needed to continue 
chloride uptake by regenerating available bicarbonate ion. 
We assayed adult NM-R hippocampus for CA VII and CA XIV. While expression 
of CA XIV, a brain localized extracellular carbonic anhydrase expression is comparable 
to mice, neuronal CA VII seems to be relatively low (See Figure 9 for immunostaining 
and 10 for western blot, performed by Charles Jenkins in the lab). The CA VII antibody 
used (Invitrogen) was raised against human recombinant CA VII, which has 97% 
homology with the NM-R CA VII isoform. It has not yet been validated for naked 
mole-rats. 
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Relatively low expression of CA VII consequently might not imply a slower 
regeneration of bicarbonate, but more data is needed about the kinetics of NM-R CA 
and where it is expressed. 
Additionally, Dr. Puskarjov also discovered that NM-R carry a point mutation that 
interferes with normal KCC2 function. It resembles a variant he published earlier 
(Puskarjov et al., 2014b)​, originally discovered in humans with developmental seizure 
disorders. (Table and caption from 2018 manuscript, Puskarjov et al.) 
 
Also notable, the mutation site (952) is near a phosphorylation site (S940) that 
regulates the activity of KCC2 and its availability in membrane ​(Silayeva et al., 2015; 
Kelley et al., 2016)​. 
 
Beside the vulnerability to seizures, alkalotic or hyperthermic, discussed at length 
earlier, I also asserted that NM-R is susceptible to seizure in a more general sense. 
Aside from spontaneous seizures observed or recorded in colony, we have also 
experienced two mass die-offs which were both preceded by a precipitous drop in 
available CO​2​ and were both typified by convulsing animals. Neither event was 
instrumented or recorded, unfortunately, so I offer them only as an illustrative anecdote. 
Both events were investigated and no other proximal cause for seizure was identified. 
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In another incident, reported in personal communication, a camera crew was 
recording naked mole-rat behavior in the wild. An animal was selected to repeatedly run 
along the sun-baked surface so footage could be obtained. The crew were dismayed 
when the animal rolled over spontaneously and began convulsing in the intense heat. 
The capnotaxis mechanism conjecture also imputes a state before seizure, when 
function is disrupted but the animal can still move toward the nest. As it turns out, I may 
have had evidence in hand for some time. 
 
I presented findings of a robust CA3-DG backprojection in naked mole-rats 
(Abstract No 3.027, American Epilepsy Society Annual Meeting, 2012; Program No. 
536.09, Society for Neuroscience, 2013), confirming the existence of a pathway 
proposed to exist in parallel to the typical trisynaptic circuit model of hippocampal 
processing (DG to CA3 to CA1) created by CA3 pyramidal cells ​(Scharfman, 2007) 
sprouting back toward DG in rats. We demonstrated an enhanced CA3-DG antidromic 
potential, as described under chronic epileptic conditions in other rodent models of 
epilepsy ​(Zhang et al., 2012)​ and were able to image some pyramidal inputs under 
magnification (see Figure 11), as well as obtain electrophysiological data (see Figure 
12).  
The original conjecture ​(Scharfman, 2007)​ suggested that pyramidal input from 
CA3 to DG might arise from insufficient GABA inhibition. At the time, I suspected that 
these pathways might be a cause of NM-R seizure, thinking that perhaps NM-R 
developed this anterograde pathway normally. In light of the findings described in this 
thesis, I would correct my earlier thinking. 
More likely this is an artifact of our lab animals, as we now know the NM-R is 
capable of maintaining inhibitory GABA with sufficient CO​2​. It would be prudent to obtain 
samples from NM-R that have developed under consistently available CO​2​. It seems 
reasonable that this antidromic signal and aberrant pyramidal axons would be 
eliminated. 
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Aside from the neuronal investigations, there is also the question of how NM-R 
modulates CO​2​ in the wild. How might NM-R behave if they were not capnotaxic? What 
would this mean to their colony structure? 
There is a natural experiment of sorts in place already. A “disperser” morph of 
the naked mole-rat has been described in literature ​(O’Riain et al., 1996; Braude, 2000)​. 
This is an individual NM-R which ventures overground to find a mate, either joining a 
colony or founding a new one. They can be male or female, and are described as 
quantitatively “fatter” than regular workers and less likely to perform work. There is also 
discussion of a fatty ‘collar’ and a paler hue to the skin over the neck. 
We have some persuasive preliminary data on several putative dispersers found 
in our colonies. These animals were selected based on atypical behavior in the colony 
environment. It is unusual to see an animal resting outside of the colony nest chamber. 
Animals outside of the nest are typically active, either moving towards food or toilet 
areas, or performing work by moving bedding or digging near a corner of the chamber. 
Occasionally, certain animals can be observed, isolated and calm, at the 
chambers which are farthest from the nest. We have observed that these animals will 
sometimes provoke a distinctive colony chirping call when they enter the nest chamber. 
This call appears to prompt the queen to sniff out this animal and shove them from the 
nest chamber. 
Animals selected for this behavior displayed a different response to diazepam. 
Injection of 5 mg/kg diazepam caused sedation without any signs of hyperexcitability or 
seizure (n=2 animals). Additionally, these disperser-type animals showed an increase in 
respiration when exposed to hyperthermia, but did not experience seizures (n=2 
animals). 
The transient and graded nature of the disperser phenotype, and a lack of 
understanding of what colony conditions trigger dispersal, makes systematic 
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experimentation of these animals difficult. However, new methods in RFID analysis may 
help us to detect when animals are demonstrating anomalous behavior. 
Wild dispersers reportedly venture above ground only during the cooler night, 
when risk of hyperthermia decreases. Still, they would need to endure normal air for 
some time, and unless they join an existing colony they may have poor access to 
carbon dioxide as well. It is likely that some systemic switch is triggered in these select 
few animals that renders them capable of leaving the nest and venturing aboveground 
without the impairment in GABAergic tone which would incapacitate their colony mates. 
While rejection from the nest by the queen suggests that they may gradually 
become habituated to less hypercapnic air outside of the nest, merely isolating colony 
members does not create the same protection we observe in putative dispersers. 
Additionally, the effect cannot be solely due to sexual maturation, as mature breeders 
did not show an enhanced tolerance of normal air or hyperthermia. 
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CHAPTER 5 
General Discussion 
Summary and conclusions 
At this point, we have evidence that naked mole-rats are susceptible to 
hyperthermic (febrile) seizure, and the mechanism is substantially similar to the 
mechanism behind pediatric febrile seizure. This susceptibility also stays with naked 
mole-rats well into adulthood. These seizures can be suppressed by breathing CO​2​,. 
 They are adapted for high ambient CO​2​ in general, and display a delayed 
expression of KCC2 relative to humans or other rodents. And naked mole-rats gravitate 
toward high concentrations of ambient CO​2,​ not merely tolerate it. They move toward 
CO​2​ in the absence of other stimuli. 
Taken together, it seems evident that naked mole-rats aggregate purposely to 
generate sufficient CO​2​ to compensate for the impaired GABAergic tone they 
experience, perhaps related to altered chloride transport. In the absence of high CO​2​ - 
what we would consider “normal” air - NM-R are vulnerable to seizure. 
While this does not prove a mechanism for capnotaxis, it certainly suggests it. 
When a naked mole-rat moves too far from CO​2​, or is away too long, it can experience 
hyperexcitability, which may be experienced as anxiogenic. Moving toward CO​2​ relieves 
it. Further investigation is warranted to test whether this “CO​2​ effect” is indeed anxiolytic. 
A simple test might be to administer anxiolytic but non-GABAergic drugs, then see if 
NM-R return to CO​2​ as vigorously. 
It also seems we have evidence for hyperthermic seizure in naked mole-rats, and 
it appears to share an underlying mechanism of hyperventilation and consequent 
alkalosis with rat pups and febrile seizure, with the caveat that naked mole-rats are 
adapted for higher CO​2​ than available in normal air. 
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Seizures in response to diazepam injection imply that naked mole-rats in normal 
air lack inhibitory GABA. The protection against both diazepam and hyperthermia 
conferred by breathing CO​2​, and the restoration of diazepam’s sedative effect when 
supplemented by CO​2​, suggests that naked mole-rats do have a normally functioning 
GABA inhibition in their relatively hypercapnic burrow environment.  
Implications  
The neural findings present here, regarding KCC2, GABA inhibition, and 
capnotaxis are not just novel, they challenge our current understanding of brain 
development and the ability to maintain a stable internal state during exposure to 
diverse external environments. More to the point, depolarizing GABA or a reversed 
chloride gradient is often discussed as an artifact of early development. An adult 
mammal that lacks inhibitory chloride in a typical mammalian environment is 
unexpected; with one example in hand, it might be prudent to cast a wider net among 
vertebrates ​(Cherubini et al., 1991; Ben-Ari et al., 1997; Ben-Ari, 2002, 2014, 2015a, 
2015b; Puskarjov et al., 2014a)​. 
There are also implications for human disease. Febrile status epilepticus (FSE) 
does not terminate spontaneously and can be refractory to treatment by antiepileptic 
drugs (AED) including diazepam and other benzodiazepines; “the majority of children do 
not respond to initial AED and require multiple AEDs to terminate FSE” ​(Seinfeld et al., 
2014)​. In addition to an early dose administered by parents or emergency responders, 
patients required multiple doses in the emergency department. 
Perhaps inhaled CO​2​ can safely potentiate benzodiazepines; a safe dose of 
carbon dioxide is simple enough for paramedics to supply, and the treatment can be 
quickly reversed if needed. It just takes a few breaths. Carbogen treatment to suppress 
seizure has already been proposed ​(Miller, 2011)​ and tested (Tolner et al. 2011) and 
our findings with DZP and CO​2​ only bolster support for these treatments. 
Personal Note 
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Thanks for your interest and your patience. I’ve found febrile seizure a complex 
and satisfying puzzle. I’ve also found naked mole-rats fascinating but frustrating, with 
every technique in this nearly novel lab animal to be in need of troubleshooting and 
some fine-tuning. What we know now is hard won, and I think worthwhile. 
I hope that in the future, as naked mole-rats gain footholds in the research 
community, that someone might revisit these topics. And I hope someone answers my 
remaining questions! 
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